
 
 

CHAMPAGNE  
 
 
 125ml Btl 

NV Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin, 11 65 

Yellow Label Brut   

| France | Beautiful colour with straw-yellow   
highlights. Abundant fine bubbles. Intense,   

pleasant on the nose. Fruity at first, then   

hawthorn-flowery and slightly musky. 12 %abv   

NV Veuve Clicquot, Rosé 12.5 75 

| France | This medium bodied rosé is reminiscent   
of the power and finesse of the non-vintage   

label, with a soft red-fruit core.12.5 %abv   

NV Cuvée Rosé, Laurent Perrier  90 

| France | Elegant with soft, consistent bubbles,   
ripe red fruits such as raspberries and strawberries   

and a creamy textured, soft finish.12 %abv   

NV Extra Cuvée de Reserve,  75 

Pol Roger (White Foil)   

| France | The perfect apéritif champagne, light crisp   
and elegant, with great texture and a long finish. Very   

good balance between the acid structure and the fruits,   

with great concentration of flavours of apples, lemons,   

fresh pears, hints of biscuits and bread.12.5 %abv   

Cuvée Dom Pérignon, Moët et Chandon 190 

| France | Aromas of acacia honey and fresh   
almonds, dried apricots and toasted brioche   

finishing long and elegant. 12.5 %abv   

NV Krug, Grande Cuvée  200 

| France | Undoubtedly the King of Champagne;   
rich and complex with a toasty, nutty character,   

fresh lemony acidity and the finest, most   

delicate bubbles imaginable. 12 %abv   

Louis Roederer Cristal  260 

| France | Cristal bursts from the glass with fresh   
hazelnut and apple scents. Elegant, deep, and   

silky-textured, this medium to full-bodied beauty is   

immensely concentrated, pure, packed with apple   

flavours, and astoundingly long in the finish. 12 %abv   

 
 

BUBBLES  
 
 
 125ml Btl 

NV Prosecco, Stelle d’Italia 6.5 28.5 

| Italy | A lively, crisp, sparkling wine with a   
delicate lemon character and an aromatic,   

dry, refreshing finish.11 %abv   

NV Rivarose Prestige Brut 7 35 

| France | A gorgeous bottle of Provence rose with a   
fine and elegant sparkle. Flavours of red berries and   

a little spice. Delicious and refreshing.12 %abv   

NV Classic Reserve, Hattingley Valley  55 

| Great Britain | An elegant, svelte and super   
pure wine with delicate nose of hedgerow   

flowers, it has finesse, vibrant green fruit and a   

characteristic toasty flavour. It has delicate toasty   

characteristics from being aged on lees whilst the   

gentle oak flavour adds complexity.12 %abv    
 
 
 
 

 

ROSÉ 
 
 
 125ml 175ml 250ml Btl 

West Coast Swing, 4 5.1 7.25 21.5 

White Zinfandel The Wine Group   

| United States of America | Full of ripe fruit aromas   
such as peaches, mango and melon. Juicy on the    

palate with strawberry and tropical fruit flavours with   

fresh acidity balancing the sweetness. 10.5 %abv    

Pinot Grigio Blush 4.1 5.95 7.95 23.5 

delle Venezie IGT, Il Sospiro    

| Italy | An aromatic nose of freshly crushed    
cranberries and mineral elements. The palate is    

light, dry and crisp, with a delicious balance between   

zingy citrus and fruity red berry flavours. 12 %abv   

Comte de Provence Rosé,    28.5 

La Vidaubanaise     

| France | A light, bright nose of wild strawberries   
with a refreshing, smooth palate. 12.5 %abv    

Le Pas du Moine Rosé Organic, Gassier 39  
| France | Pale pink colour. Beguiling  
and elegant fruit, dry, super-smooth and  
balanced body. Very moreish. 13 %abv  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All wines available by the glass also served as 500ml carafes  for the price of 2x250ml glass 



 

 

WHITE WINE  
 
 
 
 

 

LIGHT & CRISP  

 
 125ml 175ml 250ml Btl 

Sauvignon Blanc, 4.1 5.95 7.75 22.5 

Lanya     

| Chile | Elegant and well balanced with tropical notes   
and grapefruit on the palate. Juicy and fresh.13 %abv   

Pinot Grigio, 4.1 5.95 7.75 22.5 

Via Nova     

| Italy | Lemony on the nose, with a delicious    
balance in the mouth. Dry white with a     

gorgeous lingering finish.12 %abv     

Les Roches,    27.5 

Sauvignon de Touraine     

| France | Lemon, gooseberry and blackcurrant bud   
are detected in this fruity, elegant and racy wine. A   

classic expression of Sauvignon de Touraine.12 %abv   

Picpoul de Pinet,    27.5 

Réserve Roquemolière     

| France | The wine is crisp, light and aromatic, with   
remarkable freshness on the palate.12.5 %abv    

QL Vinho Verde, Flowers Loureiro   28 

| Portugal | Fruity, floral notes, fresh     
and well balanced.10.5 %abv     

 
 
 
 

 

COMPLEX & AROMATIC  

 
 125ml 175ml 250ml Btl 

Trebbiano IGT 3.45   5 6.30 18.95 

Rubicone, Rometta     

| Italy | Straw-yellow with light greenish hue. Intense,   
with white fruits and flowers. Fresh and delicate    

Trebbiano, proud to express all its Italian origin, with   

a good balance between scents and taste.11 %abv   

Free-Run Steen 4.45 6.5 8.25 24.5 

Chenin Blanc, MAN Family Wines   

| South Africa | Tropical fruit, guava and melon    
aromas, crisp and bold sweet citrus backed by    

refreshing acidity and minerality.13.5 %abv    

Columbia Valley Riesling    32 

| USA | Ste Michelle’s Columbia Valley Riesling.    
 is a blend of 100% Riesling from throughout 

Washington’s Columbia Valley    
The winemaker’s goal is to craft a refreshing, 

flavoursome, medium-dry Riesling vintage after 

vintage, and this is no exception. The wine offers crisp 

apple flavours with subtle mineral notes; an “everyday 

Riesling” that is an absolute pleasure to drink on its 

own or with a wide variety of foods 12%    

   

Viognier IGP Pays d’Oc Leduc    27.5 
| France | Bright gold in colour with a 

deliciously succulent bouquet of fresh cut 

white flowers, papaya with hints of white 

spices. Very good when paired with spiced 

foods. Medium bodied.13.5% abv     
    

Tokaji Furmint Dry, Patricius   30 

| Hungary | Fresh and light white with walnut,    
almond and mint aromas and flavours with hints    
of honey. Complex with a long finish.12.5 %abv 

 

     
 
Gruner Veltliner, Yealands         32 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Viognier Mandarossa                     27.5 
| France | Bright gold in colour with a deliciously succulent 

 bouquet of fresh cut white flowers, papaya with hints of white spices.  

Very good when paired with spiced foods. Medium bodied.13.5% abv 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Verdejo, Ramón Bilbao 4.95 7.25 8.95 27.5 

| Spain | Straw yellow colour with emerald hues,    
bright and clean. On the nose this 100% Verdejo is   

quite intense and aromatic with a tropical character   

and citrus notes like lime and peach. 13 %abv    

Albariño, Castelo do Mar                                                                        
|Spain| On the nose, tropical notes of pineapple and 

passionfruit interspersed with golden apple and stone 

fruits mix with white floral aromas. The palate is 

refined with unctuous notes of apricot and mango, 

and a tropical fruit finish with refreshing acidity. 

12.5%abv 

 

  

 

   

  

 

| New Zealand | Pale lemon with green hues. Stone fruit,  

Honeysuckle and spice dominate the nose.  

The palate is rich and textured, showing varietal definition  

with notes of pepper and spice, which integrate well with fine acidity. 

quite intense and aromatic with a tropical character 

and citrus notes like lime and peach. 13 %abv 

32 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

WHITE WINE  
 
 

 

RICHLY TEXTURED  

 
 125ml 175ml 250ml Btl 

Reserve Chardonnay, 4.1 6.1 7.75 22.5 

Tooma River     

| Australia | Packed with grapefruit, lime and melon   
flavours, all bound up with a zesty, crisp citrus    

balance which cuts through to the finish. 13 %abv   

Chardonnay Reserva, 5.25 7.25 9.5 28.5 

Viña Mar     

| Chile | Fruit concentrated in the palate,    
with sweet and leesy texture, balanced     

with a juicy finish. 13.5 %abv     

The Hermit Crab Viognier    32 

Marsanne, Originals, d’Arenberg   

| Australia | Luscious and flavoursome,     
dominated by nectarine and peach, with a    

twist of candied citrus rind. 13.3 %abv     

Sandbar Bacchus, Lyme Bay    39  
| Devon, UK | Sandbar is made from 100% Bacchus 

grapes, arguably the flagship variety for English still 

wines. Whilst is had Riesling in its lineage, most would 

say Bacchus is more similar to a Sauvignon Blanc, but 

with its own unique qualities. Lyme bar shows fresh 

and bright acidity with a complex and pronounced 

delivery of grapefruit, guava, box wood, and a hint of 

blackcurrant. aromas, hints of Muscat and notes of 

grapefruit on the nose. 11 %abv 

 

Chorey-les-Beaune Blanc,  

Domaine Maillard Pere Et Fils 
|France| An excellent burgundy wine from the pinot 

noir grape. Aromas of morello cherry and raspberry 

with complex earthy elements, mouthfilling on the 

palate with a good concentration of red berry fruits, a 

lick of smooth woody vanilla and a lovely supple, 

textured middle supported by very fine tannins. 

Elegant and complex despite its concentration with a 

well balanced and defined finish. 13 %abv 

 

Vouvray Demi-Sec, Sylvain Gaudron 

| France | Very pale lemon colour, Hints of honey and 

Fresh hay typical of a chenin. Backbone of acidity  

Keeping the wine taut, energetic and fresh, but rounded 

With the merest hint of sweetness. 12.5 %abv 

 

 

 
 

 

THE CLASSICS  

 
 125ml 175ml 250ml Btl 

Frost Pocket 4.95 7.25 9.95 28.95 

Sauvignon Blanc    

| New Zealand | Notes of stone fruit and guava,    
underpinned with notes of fresh herbs. The palate   

is brimming with fresh/vivacious fruit that is    

balanced with a crisp, mineral finish.13 %abv    

Riesling, Trimbach    35 

| France | Elegant and classic with grapefruit and   
white peach on the nose and a crisp lemony acid    

backbone leading in to a long finish.12.5 %abv    

Gavi di Gavi DOCG, La Minaia  35 

| Italy | Full and delicate, with an elegant bouquet   
of flowers and fruit. The palate is attractively    

young, dry, fresh and well-balanced.13 %abv    

Chablis, Domaine Louis Michel   42 

| France | Classic, cool climate Chardonnay, this wine   
displays the elegant mineral quality that is typical of   

wines from the Chablis region. Louis Michel is rightly   
considered one of the top estates in Chablis.12.5 %abv 

   

Sancerre, Domaine des Vieux 

Pruniers    40 

| France | Good concentration of green fruits and   
crisp citrus flavours with a racy, mineral streak,    

finishing clean and refreshing.12.5 %abv    

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les   80 

Folatières, Domaine Alain Chavy     
| France | Fresh, floral, lemony white burgundy with 

lots of new oak on the finish. 13 %abv\ 

 

Cloudy Bay, Sauvignon 55 

| New Zealand | Pale straw green in colour and enticingly 

fragrant, the Cloudy Bay Sauvignon Blanc is reminiscent of a 

fresh summer fruit salsa – ripe peach, passionfruit, mango and 

juicy citrus – sprinkled with fresh fennel and a dash of Pastis. 

The palate is rich and succulent, with a zesty citrus and apple-

sherbet acidity that leads to a long, lingering, and 

characteristically crisp finish. 13 %abv   
   

   
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

58 

38 



 

 

RED WINE  
 
 

 

SMOOTH & FRUITY  

 
 125ml 175ml 250ml Btl 

Carignan 3.25 4.75 5.95 18.95 

Vin de France, Le Rouleur     

| France | Red berry aromas and hint of nutmeg.    
The palate is full-bodied and fruity.12 %abv    

Merlot Lanya, 4.1 6.1 7.75 22.5 

| Chile | Filled with currant, ripe plum, cherry,    
vanilla and blackberry flavours, complemented    

by sweet ripe tannins.12.5 %abv     

Primitivo Salento, Boheme          3.95   5.95 7.75 21.5 
| Italy | Aroma of plums and strawberry jam.    

Beautifully balanced. 13 %abv     

Carménère Reserva, Vinamar   27.5 

| Chile | Spice, oak and black fruit precedes a firm   
but juicy palate of plum and currant characters    

alongside well integrated toasty oak.13.5 %abv    

Côtes du Rhône, Enfant Terrible  29 

| France | Red berry fruit aromas precede    
subtle flavours of raspberries and well     

balanced, smooth tannins.13 %abv     

Lourens River Valley Red, Morgenster  47.5 

| South Africa | Herbaceous with lavender and    
thyme with some whiffs of coffee. Elegant and    

accessible entry, fullness is a given. 14.5 %abv    

    

Montepulciano d’Abruzzo DOC Colle 

Sori Botter Spa   22.50 
| Italy | Jammy, peony and violet nose. Nice freshness and well 

integrated tannis. Very food friendly!  13.5 %abv   
   

 

LIGHT & DELICATE  

 
 125ml 175ml 250ml Btl 

Leduc Pinot Noir, Vin de France   27 

| France | Elegant and fruity, with hints of    
raspberries on the nose and silky tannin     

structure on the palate. 13 %abv     

Land Made Pinot Noir, 5.10 7.50 10.30 29.95 

Yealands      
| New Zealand | Ripe plum aromas with a touch of 

spice with juicy ripe red fruit flavours leading into a 

supple, soft tannin finish 13.5 %abv 

 

Fleurie La Bonne Dame, Jean Tête     
| France | Good concentration of fresh strawberries and 

yellow plums finishing dry and persistent.13 %abv 

 
 

 

Chorey-Les-Beaune, Domaine 

Maillard Pere et Fils 

 

| France | Light and juicy with a good concentration of 

red berry fruits, a lick of woody vanilla 

Elegant and complex despite its concentration with a 

well-balanced and defined finish.13 %abv 

 

RICH & BOLD  

 
 125ml 175ml 250ml Btl 

Vinamar Cabernet 4.45 6.5 8.25 24.5 

Sauvignon Reserva,    

| South Africa | A bold and juicy red wine with    
red-berry fruit aromas and a touch of oak spice.    

Classic cabernet cassis and red-currant fruit flavours   

with silky tannins and long finish. 14 %abv    

McWilliams Shiraz, 4.1 6.1 7.75 22.5 

| Australia | A touch of spice, dark berry juice    
and a really clean and lovely finish. 14 %abv    

Amaru Malbec, 5.25 7.5 9.95 30 

El Esteco     

| Argentina | This is a characteristic Malbec varietal, a   
full body wine, with a complex structure. Notes of red   
berries eucalyptus spice and black pepper. 14 %abv 

 

 

Rioja Crianza, 9.25     29.5 

Ramón Bilbao  
|Spain| Mdium Intensity of aromas with fresh dark fruit, such 

as blackberries and blackcurrants. Hints of blackberry yoghurt. 

Ruby red with some signs of youthfulness in the form of violet 

hues. Medium depth in colour. 13.5%abv   

Painter Bridge, Zinfandel   29.50 

| United States of America | Juicy notes    
of blackberry, raspberry and boysenberry.    

Subtle hints of pepper round out the taste    

of this big and bold zinfandel. 15 %abv     

D’Arry’s Original Shiraz    39 

Grenache, d’Arenberg     

| Australia | The structure and dark, earthy    
flavour of Shiraz, paired with the fragrance    

and pure fruit of Grenache are the hallmarks    

of a great d’Arry’s Original. 14.5 %abv     

Terroir Series Finca Orellana Malbec,  47 

Trapiche     

| Argentina | Aromas of red fruits such     
as cherries and plums and hints of mint,    

fresh herbs & balsamic. 15.1 %abv     

Estacion 1883 Cabernet Franc, Trapiche 35 

| Argentina | This Cabernet Franc has aromas of dark   
fruits such as blueberries and blackcurrants with   

hints of white pepper. It is smooth on the palate with   

soft tannins and a long lingering finish.14 %abv    

   
 

     5     7.20        9.5           29.5         

30 

58 



 

 

RED WINE  
 
 
 

 

THE CLASSICS  

 
                                                                                                                                                      Btl 

The Gypsy, Ken Forrester Wines                      58 
|South Africa| A Hand picked selection of the first ripest fruits.  

The Gypsy has a very concentrated, focussed blend, 

with layers of deep fruit. Hints of nutmeg, cinnamon,  

dark spices and vanilla scents. 14% abv 

 

Château La Tuilerie des Combes,   42  
Lussac St. Emilion 
 
| France | Beautifully developed garnet-red in colour. 

Shows a very ripe nose of concentrated fruits of the 

forest and a dense palate reminiscent of black cherries 

and chocolate with pretty notes of liquorice and 

eucalyptus.13 %abv 

 

Barolo di Serralunga d’Alba 49 

DOCG, Fontanafredda  

| Italy | A clear cut, intense nose with overtones  
of vanilla and spices. The palate is dry, but soft,  

full bodied, velvety and well balanced. 14 %abv  

Châteauneuf du Pape Reserve 49 

Des Oliviers, Maison Favier  

| France | A wonderful nose of spice and  
dark fruits followed by a rich, ripe palate  

with layers of fruit and spice. 15 %abv  

Henry’s Seven SGV, Henschke 55 

| Australia | Lifted aromas of spicy, sweet plum.  
The palate is ripe with a fleshy texture, excellent  

depth and powdery tannins. 14.5 %abv  

Artemis Cabernet Sauvignon, 70 

Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars  

| United States of America | Inviting aromas of black  
cherry and plum with hints of vanilla, followed by a  

smooth, creamy palate of satin tannins and flavours  

of ripe mixed berries and blackcurrant. 14.5 %abv  

Château Gruaud Larose, 91 

Cru Classé, St. Julien   
| France | A forward, deep purple wine with a sweet 

blueberry, kirsch and jam scented nose, medium bodied 

with more rounded up-front fruit than most of the other 

serious wines of St. Julien.13 %abv 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Established in 1924 and based in Haro, Ramón Bilbao has 180 

vineyards spread across Rioja. Today, it is the fastest growing 

winery in the region and has firmly established itself as one of 

Spain’s most exciting and innovative producers. Born and bred 

in the region chief winemaker Rodolfo Bastida is a man who 

likes to push the boundaries and believes the future lies in trial 

and exploration 
 

 
 125ml 175ml 250ml Btl 

Verdejo, Ramón Bilbao 4.95 7.25 8.95 27.5 

| Spain | Straw yellow colour with emerald hues,    
bright and clean. On the nose this 100% Verdejo is   

quite intense and aromatic with a tropical character   

and citrus notes like lime and peach. 13 %abv    

 

Rioja Crianza, 5     7.2        9.5     29.5 

Ramón Bilbao   
| Spain | Medium intensity of aromas with fresh dark 

fruit, such as blackberries and blackcurrants. Hints of 

blackberry yoghurt. Ruby red with some signs of 

youthfulness in the form of violet hues. Medium depth 

of colour.13.5 %abv 

 

 

Rioja Vinedos de Altura, Ramón Bilbao 39.50 

| Spain | Ruby red colour, medium high intensity. Clear  
and bright. On the nose you can find the fresh aromas  

typical of vines planted at high altitude. 13.5 %abv  

Rioja Reserva, Ramón Bilbao 49.50 

| Spain | Lovely garnet colour with medium-high  
depth of colour. Clear and bright. When the glass is  

twirled you can see its legs. A complex nose.13.5 %abv   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

All wines available by the glass also served as 500ml carafes  for the price of 2x250ml glass

Romaine Pomerol, Chateau La Croix 

| France | Very ripe black fruits and soft spices with a  

discreet oak note in the background. 13.5 %abv 

55 



 


